Jeﬀ Fischer created Third Chapter Films to help people
preserve in documentary form their stories and the
special events of their lives. This applies not only to
individuals and families, but also to communities and
institutions. What better way to celebrate, for example,
the birthday of a loved one, or the bicentennial of a town
– than with a video
documenting its rich
history?

Jeff Fischer
Third Chapter Films
269 White Rd.
Bowdoinham, ME
04008

About Third Chapter Films

A project with Third
Chapter Films starts
with helping my clients
understand and realize
their vision – what the
film will express and
who will be the intended
audience. It ends with a
DVD and/or an video
posted online. A film
seen only by a dozen
family members is as
important as one that reaches out to a much wider
audience. And today’s video and computer technology
makes even a modest project aﬀordable.

About Jeﬀ Fischer
Jeﬀ Fischer is a retired teacher of English and film, who
lives in Bowdoinham, Maine. He started Third Chapter
Films to put his skills as an interviewer, as a careful
listener, and as an image-maker to the service of people
with stories to tell. In this “third chapter” of his life, he’d
like to be part of yours.

Let Third Chapter Films document in
high quality video the memories of
your family, of your community – of the
people you share your life with.
For more information visit the web at
thirdchapterfilms.com.

Jeff Fischer
I make films for families, for communities, and
for special events. The simplest Third
Chapter film might feature, for example, a
grandmother telling her memories to the
camera. This takes place over several
sessions (for all those things forgotten the
first time around) and is lightly edited to
eliminate pauses and repetition, and to focus
the order of the story telling. The project gets
more complicated as I
• add scans of old photos
• bring the camera out of the living room to
film grandmother’s activities
• interview other people
• edit the film more intensively to suit a
larger audience

Starting at around $750, the cost of a project
depends on its scope. Once we work out
your vision of the film, I’ll estimate the time
involved, from setting up the first interviews
to creating the final product – a DVD, a digital
file, a film posted on the internet, or all of the
above.
Together we can work out a realistic plan for
a film at an affordable cost.
Please note that a longer film is not
necessarily more expensive. Editing hours of
interviews down to 20 minutes will likely take
more time than trimming the same footage to
90. Length depends on the nature of the
project and who will to be watching it.

Documenting your memories on video

Films for families
My work with families often takes the
form of preserving the memories of the
older generation. A DVD with chapter
markers helps viewers navigate a long
film, to watch and rewatch their
favorite family stories.

Films for communities
I made Growing Up Bowdoinham to
celebrate the 250th anniversary of our
town. It played to standing room only
crowds, sold hundreds of DVDs,
reached out to far-flung people in 24
countries who still cherish their
connection to home, and was picked
up by MPBN’s Community Films series.

Films of events
Talk to me about documenting an
important event in your family or
community, like this amazing treasure
hunt to celebrate an 80th birthday.
You can watch it at
vimeo.com/fischerjeff

